
C L O U D  V I D E O  S U R V E I L L A N C E

Self Storage Facilities

The AI difference for self storage
• Affordable remote video monitoring: Eagle Eye AI Filtering makes 

remote monitoring an affordable option for self-storage facilities. AI 
eliminates 90% of motion-based false positive alarms, ensuring that 
dispatchers are only reviewing real human or vehicle activities. This can 
dramatically lower costs when the facility is charged for each event.

• Better awareness with proactive alerts: Smart alarms turn existing 
cameras into proactive security monitors. Using analytics and AI, the 
Eagle Eye Cloud VMS provides automatic alerts when a perimeter has 
been breached, people are loitering, when cameras are obscured, and 
when people are present at times they should not be.

• Reduce investigation time: Instantly find the surveillance video you 
need with AI-powered Eagle Eye Smart Video Search. Easily search 
for specific people (man in red sweatshirt), vehicles (blue Toyota), and 
objects (black backpack) across all system cameras and locations to 
quickly find and review reported incidents. 

• Gate security and automatic entry: Eagle Eye LPR (license plate 
recognition) turns existing security cameras into accurate license plate 
readers. Confidently track all vehicles entering and exiting the property, 
prevent gate damage, and catch tailgaters. Automate gates for long-term 
customers. 

Smart cloud surveillance for self storage
The storage industry builds its name on safeguarding its customers’ assets. 
Smart, AI-powered video surveillance systems that improve facility security 
and operations are now more practical than ever. Minimize liability and  
loss, strengthen security, and streamline operations while reducing costs 
with Eagle Eye Networks. 

The Eagle Eye Cloud VMS (Video Management System) provides storage 
facility owners and managers remote access to all cameras and locations, 
proactive alerts, audio communication, and simplified video search 
capabilities all from a single, easy to use platform. 
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The Eagle Eye  
Cloud VMS benefits

• Remote access to all cameras and 
locations from any device

• Continuous system updates keep 
system up to date with latest features

• Easy to find, view, download, and 
share video from any camera without 
visiting the site 

• System flexibility makes it easy to 
add new cameras or locations or 
adjust retention

• Industry-leading cybersecurity 
protects your network

• Bandwidth Management means no 
need for additional on-site data

• Customer peace of mind through 
shared video of the facility and their 
unit remotely

Cost-effective security
Eagle Eye Networks is the only VMS that allows you to choose the security 
camera that is best for your needs or upgrade your system without replacing 
existing cameras and infrastructure. Integrate a loud speaker to remotely 
warn suspicious individuals to deter trespassing, vandalism, and theft.

Get the most out of your security cameras while ensuring safety and 
security with reliable, advanced cloud surveillance.


